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Philosophy



Founded in 2013 by cabinetma-
ker Baptiste Ducommun, Klybeck 
creates timeless and poetic 
furniture and accessories in its 
workshop.



The wood, with its unique 
character, is crafted by hand 
and with innovative tech-
niques to achieve perfect 
quality.



Klybeck adopts a sustainable  
approach through its use of  
carefully selected materials and 
local suppliers who share the  
same values.



It all began in the Klybeck neighbor-
hood of Basel in Switzerland. It is 
still there that new shapes and new 
stories continue to be born.
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Collection



Modular coffee table "63"
Design: Baptiste Ducommun, 2018

With its three overlapping table  
tops which can rotate 360 degrees, 
the coffee table "63" offers a va- 
riety of shapes and combinations. 
When in a closed position, the  
table occupies minimum space, which 
can then be opened like a flower  
to achieve its full size. From an inti- 
mate atmosphere to a festive am-
biance, this modular table adapts  
to a life in motion.
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Frame: 
black powder-coated  
steel

Lacquered american 
walnut
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Black lacquered ash

42 Ø 78Ø 126



Coat stand "y"

The sculptural coat stand "y" invites 
the spirit of the forest into your home. 
Available in 3 wood species, this tree 
dresses each room with a touch of 
lightness. Its 12 branches are mindfully 
placed at various heights and incli-
nations to create a harmonious and 
functional geometry. The sleek and 
airy silhouette is rooted in a steel base 
that guarantees complete stability.

Design: Baptiste Ducommun, 2013
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Base:  
black powder-coated  
steel

Oiled american 
walnut

19

Oiled oak Oiled ash

Ø 80

175



Hunting trophy "yy"

The majestic deer "yy" offers a 
contemporary interpretation of the 
hunting trophy. Decorative element  
or functional coat hanger, it acts  
as a sentinel over the room in a kind 
and reassuring manner. Its impo- 
sing antlers join together with a soft 
and satiny head. In order to create  
the trophy that best suits your interior,  
this statement piece is available  
in 6 fabric colours.
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Design: Baptiste Ducommun, 2014





Oiled oak
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584 984

124 794

70 34

109

Category 1  
Sprinkles by Kvadrat Febrik

Category 2
Coda 2 by Kvadrat

722

100
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Set of 3 coat hooks "ivy"

Providing a decorative dimension to 
a functional solution, "ivy" is a set of 
three coat hooks of different sizes and 
shapes. Like branches growing from 
the wall, the hooks can be associa-
ted with one another, and scaled up 
to cover a whole surface area. The 
choices of position and angle enable 
infinite possibilities. Thanks to a metal 
bracket and two screws, the hooks are 
easily installed and guarantee robust 
stability.

Design: Baptiste Ducommun, 2015
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Support:  
chrome steel
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Oiled oak

18
27

22

3630 20

20
3222

1302-00:      

1342-00:



Mobile to hang, "jov" is both your  
new pet bird and an elegant, contem- 
porary and playful interior accessory. 
There are two models depending  
on the position of the wings, ascen-
ding or de-scending. Placed side  
by side, the two birds create an impres- 
sion of a wing flapping in majestic 
flight. "jov" gives your favorite room  
a touch of lightness and poetry.

Bird "jov"
Design: Baptiste Ducommun, 2018
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Hanging:  
zinc plated ring 
nylon yarn

28

23

33

13

Olied oak

1712-00:

1722-00:



Made of oak and metal, the clothes 
hanger "k" is a durable must-have 
accessory that adds style to any war-
drobe. This useful essential suits  
all clothes, from large coats to delica-
te dresses. With a refined aesthetic,  
it perfectly complements the Klybeck 
collection.

Coat hanger "k" 
Design: Baptiste Ducommun, 2016
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Hook:  
nickel plated

31

Oiled oak

434
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Breisacherstrasse 86
4057 Basel
Switzerland

+41 79 624 50 86
info@klybeck.net
www.klybeck.net



www.klybeck.net
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